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In the underworld of Mumbai, the lord of all the lords is Jahangir Khan.n Among those who are loyal to him is Makbool, his
leader. Maqbool owns a servant and bodyguard, Jamal. Khan subjugates Makbul's main enemy - a professional assassin named
Aman. Jamal, while in the Khan Palace, feels overwhelmed and depressed due to the horrific state that Mumbai is in. He begins
to suspect that his master needs drugs and wants to help him, but Aman warns him that only Jamal can help him. Jamal is truly
horrified when he learns that Aman is his master. Trying to save their master, Jambal and Aman do something they couldn't do
before. A mad and ruthless killer, Aman invites Jambal and his master to the palace, where he reveals their secrets and gives
them a warning and a happy ending that they may not have had in their best days. To save the Mumbai bay and the princes from
destruction, Aman suggests that Jahan eat his crown. But Jahanna warns him against this terrible undertaking and, realizing that
they are all doomed, Aman decides to end his duty. With great difficulty and crushing cruelty, he saves the Jahans and
princesses in the city; but then he captures Macbool and all the lords coming into the city to give them back the crown and their
hearths. The battle with Haman, who attacks them in the port, and with his jailers, who are waiting for his signal, is very
difficult. Time flies, and Aman suffers from a wound that opened as a result of a fight with Jambal. In the end, he dies from
illness and court corruption, and the Khan, who symbolizes the city, proclaims him free. Afterword "The True Story of the Fate
of Mumbai" in 1942 was published by the British writer E. Warren, who in the post-war period, being a British oppositionist,
described many interesting things about the political situation in India, including "the abyss that swallowed the Mumbai
Sultanate", recent instability and corruption, as well as his history following his downfall. In 1942, British soldiers and soldiers
from other peoples of India conducted military operations in Mumbei. As a result, the ancient Indians were destroyed.
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